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Agency Board Meeting
26 May 2015

Board Report Number: SEPA 15/15

Our Digital Future – Finalised Draft Digital Strategy

Summary: To help us to plan for changes that we need to make in a constantly
evolving digital world, a new strategy - Our Digital Future – has been
prepared. This paper presents the finalised draft of Our Digital Future for
Board approval (Appendix 2).

Risks: There are risks associated with the increased publication of ‘open data’
where information ownership is unclear or issues of confidentiality arise.
Key dependencies in delivering this strategy are the ability of the
organisation to allocate the resources necessary to deliver its intent and
the new ways of working that will be needed.

Resource and
Staffing
Implications:

Effective digital service delivery has the potential to make significant
savings in cost and workload for SEPA. It is intended to design our digital
services using multi-disciplinary teams using an agile and iterative
approach. Staff will be drawn from across the organisation and we will
see operational staff embedded into projects working alongside IS and
Project Management staff.

Equalities: Delivering more of our services digitally risks excluding those who do not
or cannot use digital services. Implementation of Our Digital Future will
need to ensure that appropriate support and/or alternatives are provided
for those who really need it. An Equalities Impact Assessment has been
developed and we will monitor how the strategy is implemented to ensure
that the mitigation that has been identified is carried out.

Environmental and
Carbon Impact:

Implementation of our digital strategy can help us and those who use our
services to reduce their environmental footprint. Digital services can
effectively reduce travelling, can enable us to monitor the environment
remotely and can help us to deliver services from fewer and smaller
buildings.

Purpose of the
report:

For approval

Report Author: David Pirie, Executive Director.
Neil Deasley, Sustainability Unit Manager.
David Ross, Senior Business Consultant.

Appendices: Appendix 1 – Implementation Plan
Appendix 2 - Finalised draft of Our Digital Future
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Our Digital Future – Finalised Draft Digital Strategy

1. Introduction

1.1 We live in a digital age. One that is radically changing the way our customers – the
people of Scotland – go about their daily lives. We can see how these technologies
are revolutionising how we work and communicate. As Scotland’s environmental
regulator, we need to ensure that we are able to respond effectively to new demands
and expectations placed upon us by these changes. We also must ensure that we
make full use of these opportunities in helping us to protect and improve Scotland’s
environment.

1.2 To help us to plan for the changes that we need to make in this constantly changing
digital world, a new strategy - Our Digital Future – has been prepared (Appendix 2).
This paper presents the finalised draft of Our Digital Future for Board approval.

2. Background

2.1 In October 2014, some of the early thinking behind Our Digital Future was presented
to the Board. Following this, the Board requested a more detailed session to allow
further review and to enable it to play an active part in shaping the strategy.

2.2 A series of one to ones were then held with Board members and further work was
undertaken to develop the strategy around a coherent vision and four supporting
themes that allow us to use digital technology innovatively and effectively to deliver
well-designed digital services for the people and businesses of Scotland.

2.3 On 16 December 2014, a workshop session was held with the Board. The focus of
this was on securing Board members’ views about the direction of the strategy, the
scale of ambition and about the strategic steps required to reach the goals we
planned to set ourselves. Subsequent to this workshop, work was undertaken to
bring the strategy into a draft state for consideration by Agency Management Team.

2.4 A great deal of engagement has taken place with staff - we have held workshops, had
sessions at the Senior Leaders events and have had dedicated groups of specialist
staff working together to help develop Our Digital Future.

2.5 SEPA has also been proactively seeking out engagement with ENFOR+ partners and
hosted a workshop on 6 March where partners (SNH, LLTNPA, CNPA, FCS, FES,
SG) discussed their digital agendas, what projects/work areas they are currently
undertaking and their future challenges. Another workshop took place on 18 May to
explore a joint digital intent and we will meet with Registers of Scotland in late June to
discuss the land information search tool. We have been actively engaging with
Scottish Government’s Digital Directorate and attending events that they run. We
have asked Janet Matthews, Project Lead from Shared Services in the Digital
Directorate, to audit our strategy and give advice on best practice. Janet and her team
are scheduled to visit SEPA on 28 May 2015. Early indications from Scottish
Government are that we are progressing along best practice route.

2.6 At its meeting of 3 March 2015, AMT was presented with a draft version of Our Digital
Future. Feedback from this meeting allowed us to progress to a finalised draft version
of the strategy which was taken to AMT on 7 May 2015. At this meeting AMT gave
approval for the finalised draft version of the strategy to be presented for approval to
the Board.
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3. The Issues

3.1 Our Digital Future is a new strategy for the future development of SEPA’s digital
capacity and services. It sets out an integrated framework that defines:

 Our vision for a digital future.

 The key drivers which explain why we have developed the strategy.

 Four strategic themes:

o SEPA online.

o Sharing environmental information.

o Facilitating effective engagement.

o Enabling business excellence.

 11 priorities across the four themes

3.2 As a high level strategy, Our Digital Future intentionally does not set out the specific
actions that we will take, but rather identifies a broad indication of the steps we need
to follow. It aims to describe our first destination rather than how we will get there.
Specific actions are set out in our implementation plan which is provided as
supporting information, and details how we will deliver the strategic themes. The
implementation plan includes a five point digital maturity matrix which describes our
current maturity in respect of each priority and where we aspire to be. Our digital
portfolio of programmes, projects and workstreams will be reviewed and updated
regularly to ensure we keep pace with digital developments and the needs and
expectations of users.

3.3 The transition to the Scottish Wide Area Network (SWAN) and the rollout of Virtual
Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) are major pieces of ICT infrastructure that will be worked
on during 2015.

3.4 The finalised version of Our Digital Future has now been designed and is finalised,
ready for approval. In addition to the document, a short video introducing the strategy
and highlighting some of its priorities and aspirations will be shown. This video will be
available alongside the strategy when it is published.

4. Recommendations

4.1 The Board is asked to approve Our Digital Future.

4.2 The Board is asked to note the implementation plan and provide advice on its
development.

David Pirie, Executive Director.
Neil Deasley, Sustainability Unit Manager.
David Ross, Senior Business Consultant.

13 May 2015
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Delivering Our Digital Future
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1. Introduction

We live in a digital age. One that is radically changing the way our customers – the

people of Scotland – go about their daily lives. We can see how these technologies are

revolutionising how we work and communicate. As Scotland’s principal environmental

regulator, we need to ensure that we are able to respond effectively to new demands

and expectations placed upon us by these changes. We also must ensure that we make

full use of these opportunities in helping us to protect and improve Scotland’s

environment.

To help us to plan for the changes that we need to make in this constantly changing

digital world, we have developed a digital strategy - Our Digital Future. This

implementation plan outlines how we will bring that strategy to life to deliver Our Digital

Future for the benefit of our customers, staff and the environment.

The real challenge in delivering Our Digital Future is not about the introduction of new

technology, but is about putting users at the heart of our business. Whether we are

collecting data in the field, analysing data to predict environmental harm or designing

transactional services for our customers, our focus must be on delivering user needs.

This is not business as usual and requires a fundamental change to our culture.

SEPA currently allocates £2.15m per year to programmes and projects that fit with our

digital intent. It is anticipated that similar levels of expenditure will continue across the

lifetime of this strategy, with the highest priority projects, delivering the greatest strategic

benefit, being delivered according to cost, resource and risk.
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2. SEPA’s Digital Maturity

To deliver Our Digital Future we need to know where we are on our digital journey, and

compare this to where we want to be. SEPA will be considered a mature digital

organisation when we deliver the ambitions of Our Digital Future.

To assess our current digital maturity the following sections provide descriptions ranging

from level 1 (low digital maturity/ priority attention area) to level 5 (high digital maturity/

best practice) for each of the priorities. Our current digital maturity for each priority is

indicated by the blue shading.

As an organisation we are continually striving to increase our digital maturity, with the

intention of reaching level 5 for all our digital themes and priorities.
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2.1. SEPA’s Digital Maturity for Theme 1: SEPA Online

SEPA Online Level 1 Description
Priority Attention Area

Level 2 Description
Development Area

Level 3 Description
Satisfactory

Level 4 Description
Good

Level 5 Description
Best Practice

Priority 1 : to deliver
services digitally first,
across a range of formats

Our transactional services
are mostly paper based
and only available during
office hours.

Some of our highest
volume transactional
services are now online
and available outside
office hours.

The majority of our
customer services are still
only accessible on paper
or the telephone.

We are starting to explore
the use of multi-
disciplinary teams,
working in an agile and
iterative way, to develop
and deliver our digital
services.

A set of Digital Service
Standards is being
developed to guide the
development and
maintenance of all digital
services.

Our highest volume
transactional services are
increasingly online and
available outside office
hours.

We have identified our
highest volume services
and are implementing our
plan for how and when to
move them online.

We initially move services
online in a beta format.

We are developing a
Performance Platform in
order to allow us to make
data driven decisions.

The use of multi-
disciplinary teams,
working to the Digital
Service Standards is now
the norm.

Our highest volume
transactional services are
now available online and
outside office hours where
appropriate.

We are implementing our
plan for moving all our key
transactional services
online.

Our Performance Platform
is informing our decisions
and we report our
performance online by the
use of publicly available
dashboards for each
service.

Most users prefer to
access our online services
as they are simple and
fast.

Customers can access the
services they need quickly
and easily at times that
suit them.

The Performance Platform
informs a development
and maintenance
programme for each
service.

New services are
developed by multi-
disciplinary teams
following the Digital
Service Standards.

Priority 2: to involve users
in the design of our
services

Services are not shaped
by the needs of users and
their feedback is either not
collected or is not acted
upon.

Users are involved in
service design, but their
needs are frequently
overridden by SEPA
needs.

We routinely involve users
throughout service design
and are collecting and
analysing user feedback to
improve services.

Services are shaped by
the needs of users and
continually improved as
we respond to what
customers are telling us.

User needs are more
important than SEPA
needs in service design
and improvement.
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2.2. SEPA’s Digital Maturity for Theme 2: Sharing Environmental Information

Sharing Environmental
Information

Level 1 Description
Priority Attention Area

Level 2 Description
Development Area

Level 3 Description
Satisfactory

Level 4 Description
Good

Level 5 Description
Best Practice

Priority 1: to provide open
access to our data wherever
feasible

Some of our data are
available on the web, but
what we make available,
and when, is not fully
coordinated or planned.

Some of our published
datasets now meet the
requirements of the 3 star
Linked Open Data
Standard*.

We have an active Open
Data Publication Plan
which defines the aims,
types of data and methods
to be used; as well as
saying when our key
datasets will be made
available on the web.

Our core processes ensure
the identified datasets have
high data quality.

We have agreed data
quality standards and they
are being used consistently
across the business.

All the datasets we publish
meet the requirements of
the 3 star Linked Open
Data Standard*.

Our data always includes
accurate and meaningful
metadata, proper
ownership and
maintenance controls in
line with our agreed
processes.

All the datasets we
publish meet the
requirements of the 4
star Linked Open Data
Standard*.

We publish all of our
data in standard
formats, free-of-charge
to the public, unless
there is a good reason
to withhold it, charge
or issue under licence.

All the datasets we
publish meet the
requirements of the 5
star Linked Open Data
Standard*.

We publish all of our
data with accurate
metadata and in a
recognised and
consistent format.

Priority 2: to promote shared
data and services, collaborating
with public and private sector
partners

Our data are generally
only available to us and
cannot be easily
combined with others’
data.

We typically design and
deliver services for
ourselves; not seeking
opportunities to work with
others to deliver shared
solutions.

Opportunities to make data
sharing easier are being
explored and the first
shared data systems are
being delivered.

We are starting to work
with our ENFOR+ partners
to better understand where
services can be shared.

We are starting to work with
partners from across the
wider public sector to better
understand where services
and data can be shared.

We are routinely working
with our ENFOR+ partners,
and starting to work with
other public bodies and the
justice sector, to share data
and to deliver services in a
joined up way.

Services are
increasingly being
designed and
delivered jointly with
partners from across
the public sector.

We can seamlessly
access other public
bodies’ data and vice
versa.

A collective evidence
base, an

The services we need
are increasingly being
designed and
delivered across a
wide variety of public
and private sector
partners.

We can seamlessly
access private sector
partners’ data and vice
versa.
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*Note – the 5 Stars Model for Linked Open Data was first described by Sir Tim Berner’s-Lee at the Gov 2.0 Expo in Washington DC in 2010.

Environmental Hub,
now exists for the
ENFOR+ partners.

Priority 3: to make our data work
for us

Data are largely collected
and used for a single
purpose.

The three key business
areas for use of data;
Data verification, Analysis
and decision making, and
finally Reporting and
dashboards, are largely
ignored.

Relatively few standardised
and developed methods
and tools are utilised to
tackle data verification,
analysis and decision
making as well as
reporting.

Once collected some
datasets are retrieved
through a variety of tools
for single use by non-data
experts.

Pockets of good practice
are isolated across the
business, whilst other
areas rely on poor or
outdated analytical
techniques.

The three key business
areas for data are
addressed in an ad-hoc
and inefficient manner
requiring heavy use of
tools such as Excel.

We actively use our data
across the business to
address the three key
business areas for data.

Standardised and
developed methods and
tools are utilised to tackle
data verification, analysis
and decision making as
well as reporting. The
majority of these have been
developed by data experts.

Usage of appropriate data
analysis techniques and
tools is not consistent
across portfolios or
projects.

We actively use our
data across the
business to address
the three key business
areas for data.

All projects and
portfolios are aware of
the importance of
utilising data and
approach this in a
consistent SEPA wide
manner.

There is sufficient data
scientist resource to
meet portfolio and
project needs.

SEPA is well regarded
within the industry with
respect to data use.

Data plays a
fundamental role in all
portfolios and projects.

SEPA is considered
an industry leader and
exemplar in the field of
data use.

Projects and portfolios
actively engage with
data scientists through
all stages of their
work.

There is sufficient data
scientist resource to
research and develop
emerging new trends
and techniques in the
industry.
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2.3. SEPA’s Digital Maturity for Theme 3: Facilitating Effective Engagement

Facilitating Effective
Engagement

Level 1 Description
Priority Attention Area

Level 2 Description
Development Area

Level 3 Description
Satisfactory

Level 4 Description
Good

Level 5 Description
Best Practice

Priority 1: to provide
effective ways for our
customers to engage with
us

Engagement with customers
uses traditional
communications methods
and is predominantly one
way information provision.

Topics for engagement are
defined by SEPA’s corporate
business and communication
requirements.

Social Media tools are
used to communicate
information, but are
strictly managed through
a centralised Corporate
Communications
resource.

Customers can provide
feedback and comment,
but there is limited 2-way
discussion between
customers and SEPA.

Digital engagement tools
are piloted in isolated
areas of the business.

Many staff have social
media access for the
purpose of monitoring
public and customer views.

Some analysis of customer
feedback and comment is
undertaken to identify new
areas for engagement or
communications.

Consultations make use of
online tools and feedback
is published in a format
that customers can easily
access, understand and
interpret.

E.networking communities
of interest are being
established.

Feedback and comments
from customers are
regularly analysed and
inform SEPA’s digital
communications and
engagement plan.

E.networking between
staff, our partners and
our customers is actively
encouraged.

All corporate
consultations are held
online.

SEPA engages with
customers to identify the
most appropriate
engagement methods.

All staff have access to
social media for
monitoring purposes.

Digital engagement tools
are standardised across
the public sector with
supporting business
processes established.

Digital engagement
events are co-ordinated
with our partners.

A centralised digital
engagement portal makes
it quick and easy for
customers to engage on
topics of interest.

Specialist staff engage
directly with customers
through social media.

Priority 2: to develop
systems that encourage
and enable communities to
play an active part in
protecting and improving
their local environment

A limited number of citizen
science projects are initiated
by SEPA and citizen
collected data is largely
paper based.

There is limited feedback to
the communities that have
collected the data.

SEPA supports third
sector community run
projects that monitor,
protect and improve the
environment.

There is a centralised
web portal for volunteers
to find projects of
interest.

Some mobile tools are
developed to encourage
communities to report

There is centralised
capture, presentation and
analysis of citizen collected
data.

There is a centralised hub
to promote community
projects and encourage
volunteering action and
data collection.

Citizen science data are
available in a format that
can be used by a range of

SEPA and partners
collaboratively identify
data gaps and
environmental challenges
that could be improved
with community action.

A co-designed
programme of community
action and monitoring
has been developed.

Data and evidence are
used to monitor and

Citizen generated crowd
sourced data is
recognised by SEPA and
partners as a scientifically
valid source of data.

A shared crowd source
data plan is developed
and implemented to fill
critical data gaps.

Co-designed community
based citizen science
initiatives are embedded
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observations and collect
data on their local
environment.

Social media is used as
part of integrated
campaigns to encourage
positive behaviours.

interests.

SEPA works with
innovators and creative to
identify new digital
solutions to enable
communities to play an
active part in protecting
and improving the
environment.

report on the use and
impact of citizen collected
data.

into SEPA’s business.

Information on citizen
collected data and action
is easily available to view
and download.

Citizens can quickly and
easily collect data, report
observations and
participate in action.
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2.4. SEPA’s Digital Maturity for Theme 4: Enabling Business Excellence

Enabling Business
Excellence

Level 1 Description
Priority Attention Area

Level 2 Description
Development Area

Level 3 Description
Satisfactory

Level 4 Description
Good

Level 5 Description
Best Practice

Priority 1: to create a
corporate digital culture and a
digitally skilled workforce

There is a lack of clarity
or definition of “digitally
skilled” and a “corporate
digital culture”.

Work is underway to
communicate to all
staff the benefits of a
corporate digital
culture and a digitally
skilled workforce.

There is a transparent
ideas intake and
review process for
digital work. It is clear
that good digital ideas
are supported and
brought to fruition.

Early wins are
targeted at areas that
will make a big
difference to staff’s
working lives.

Training and
mentoring is being
invested in and
provided in relation to
staff’s data and
information
responsibilities.

Wider, more holistic
systems and
processes which make
people’s working lives
difficult and/or
frustrating are being
explored, prioritised
and tackled.

Benefits of a corporate
digital culture and a
digitally skilled
workforce are
understood by all staff.

Staff are trained, skilled
and knowledgeable in
digital customer
communication and
engagement.

Staff are clear about
their data and
information
responsibilities.

We are sharing digital
skills and knowledge
across the public
sector.

Our digital skills and
knowledge are
viewed as excellent
and we share it with
our partners in the
public and private
sector.

All appropriate staff
are skilled in the use
of modelling, data
analytics and
statistical tools to get
the most from ours
and others’ data.

Staff are trained and
skilled in the use of
technology and digital
tools for customer
engagement, service
delivery and
communication.

Priority 2: to use technology
to enable our staff to be agile
and mobile, able to access the
information they need when
they need it

Technology is not being
used to enable staff to
work in an agile and
mobile way.

Some field workers
and managers are
being given new IT
tools and some
permissions to
improve mobility.

Some managers and
autonomous
professionals are
allowed to work
occasionally from

Mobile working has
more of an employee
focus than a business
efficiency focus.

The process of
deploying technology
is essentially reactive
to individual requests,
leaving flexibility to the
initiative of individual
employees.

There is an ICT
roadmap in place for
introducing new
technologies to
enhance staff mobility.

Our data and
information tools are
increasingly available
for staff working in the
field.

We are using a range
of technology and
platforms to support
our staff to work in
agile ways in order to
deliver business
benefits.

Agile and mobile
working is now seen
as the norm.
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home.

Bookable resources,
such as desk sharing,
are being supported
by new technology.

Mobility is regarded as
an employee benefit
and a departure from
the normal way of
working.

Deployment of new
technologies is framed
somewhat negatively,
eg that flexibility is
permissible when it
doesn’t harm the
business (etc).

Use of electronic
process is widespread
across the Agency.

The use of digital
technologies actively
contributes to our green
and sustainable goals.

Priority 3: to manage our
data and information efficiently
and effectively

Our data (historic and on-
going) are held in a
multitude of formats
(electronic and non-
electronic) and in various
locations.

The ability of the
organisation to access
and reuse this data is
constrained.

Data is mostly used for
the reason it was first
collected, with data
stored on personal or
team files.

No list of information
assets is held.

Corporate systems/
database(s) are
available for storing
the data collected from
SEPA’s on-going
sampling and
inspection
programmes.

A proportion of all on-
going data are
processed through
these systems.

Access to data is
through a number of
different querying
tools.

An information asset
list has been produced
but there are some
significant gaps.

The centrally available
historic and on-going
datasets can be
reported through
central querying tools.

Corporate systems
now hold all data
collected by SEPA and
its contractors.

Our historic data is
held in a multitude of
electronic formats
some held in a central
database(s).

The information asset
list is published on the
website with details of
what information is
available for re-use.

Some features of
knowledge sharing are
being introduced as
limited scope, isolated
initiatives (eg Wikis).

Most information is
identified as being
available for re-use. All
internal policies support
this.

The centrally available
historic and on-going
datasets can be
reported seamlessly
through a single
reporting interface.

We have the means to
acquire, organise and
retrieve information
held by individuals in
ways that make it
meaningful and
accessible.

SEPA actively
promotes re-use of its
information and
allows re-use across
the board.

The totality of historic
and on-going
datasets can be
reported seamlessly
through a single
reporting interface.

All historic data is
held electronically in a
central database(s).

Priority 4: to improve and
upgrade our ICT Infrastructure

A variety of hardware and
software is being used

Communication tools
(ie telephones and

Success criteria and
performance

The majority of staff are
using standard desktop

We are delivering ICT
that is aligned and
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across the organisation,
with little or no
standardisation.

Back-up, disaster
recovery and resilience
are limited or not in place
at all.

videoconference) have
been unified across
the organisation.

We understand what
ICT equipment and
software we have
across the business
and are starting to
standardise.

We are starting to
assess the risk and
threats to our business
and are putting
appropriate back-up,
disaster recovery and
resilience in place.

There is a
documented ICT
strategy and ICT
technology roadmap.

measures are
published, monitored
and actioned.

We are following data
centre standards for
efficient operations
and are reducing our
ICT related power
consumption.

We have fully
assessed the level of
back-up, disaster
recovery and
resilience needed for
the organisation; and
have developed and
adopted a security
policy framework.

ICT strategies are
regularly reviewed and
updated in line with
corporate strategy
changes.

software that is
centrally managed.

People are able to do
what they need, when
they need to it. There is
no need for local
workarounds.

We have an integrated
roadmap involving the
People, Property and
Technology functions.

Basic concepts and the
need for Green ICT as
a major driver in
sustainability are
understood and senior
staff have expressed
commitment.

Communication tools
are so good that people
now prefer to use them,
to traveling to
meetings.

able to meet SEPA’s
strategic goals.

We have developed a
roadmap for the
transition from hosting
our own data to
hosting cloud based
services.

We have minimised
our environmental
impact (ie travel,
power & paper
consumption) through
the application of
Green ICT.
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3. Our Digital Portfolio

The following sections detail the most important programmes, projects and workstreams

which are already being delivered or planned across SEPA, and which will help deliver the

intent of Our Digital Future.

Once the new governance arrangements are in place (see Section 4) the portfolio of

commissioned programmes, projects and workstreams will be targeted directly at improving

the digital maturity of specific priorities. By targeting work at specific priorities we will develop

our roadmap for the future, clearly showing how we intend to deliver Our Digital Future. The

digital portfolio will be reviewed and updated regularly to ensure we keep pace with digital

developments and the needs and expectations of users.

It is recognised that the programmes and projects detailed below deliver benefits across a

number of themes and priorities, but for simplicity they have been attached to one theme

only.

3.1. Theme 1: SEPA Online

3.1.1. What is being delivered?

We intend to deliver the following programmes and projects in support of Theme 1;

 Funding Model; a new system for billing companies and organisations

efficiently and effectively which will underpin the new regulatory regime

 Reservoirs Information Management System; delivery of a new

information system and database to capture registrations, inundation

maps and charging information by April 2016

 Single Integrated Regulatory System; analysis of a new regulatory

model, enforcement powers, compliance and environmental events,

followed by the phased delivery of online services based on user needs

3.1.2. User Benefits

The benefits of this planned work will include;

 Our new funding model will mean that customers are billed the right

amount, at the right time, saving time and money for us and our

customers

 The new Reservoirs Information System will allow Reservoir Managers

to update their own data and provide alerts and reminders directly to

users, meaning a simpler and more responsive service delivering

savings on time, paper and postage

 Delivery of the Single Integrated Regulatory System will increase the

involvement of users at all stages in service design and improvement,

delivering services which are truly user focused
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3.1.3. The Future

Looking to the future we see ourselves increasingly developing and sharing online services,

with partners from across the public sector.

3.2. Theme 2: Sharing Environmental Information

3.2.1. What is being delivered?

We intend to deliver the following programmes and projects in support of Theme 2;

 INSPIRE; to ensure SEPA’s spatial data is published and is INSPIRE

compliant

 Satellite monitoring of open cast coal sites; using satellite imagery to

assess whether disused open cast coal sites are being used for landfill

purposes or are polluting local watercourses

 Aerial monitoring of waste sites; using remote sensing technology to the

assess the extent, height and type of waste being disposed

 Business Critical Datasets; publication of our datasets as Open Linked

Data or charged for where necessary

 Streamlined/ Linked Data Reporting; to increase the number of

streamlined data reporting to European Environment Agency and other

relevant data reporting agencies

 Continued development of SEWeb as Scotland’s environment hub will

give the public, communities and businesses a one stop shop for

Scotland’s environmental data and information

 Flood event data repository; a central database for the storage of flood

event information

3.2.2. User Benefits

The benefits of this planned work will include;

 INSPIRE compliance will mean simple and consistent access to spatial

data for our partners, the public and businesses

 Reduced need for staff to visit remote and hazardous disused open cast

coal sites, coupled with more effective monitoring of these large sites

 Reduced need for staff to visit potentially hazardous waste sites,

coupled with more effective monitoring of the quantities and types of

waste being disposed

 Increased publication of our datasets as Open Data will mean we get

maximum value from our non-sensitive data, allowing us and others to

better protect and improve the environment

 Streamlined data reporting means we move away from single purpose,

paper based data collection and reporting, to publishing data once in an

open format that can be used many times for different purposes. Moving
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away from single purpose reporting saves us and our partners time and

money

 Through SEWeb we will provide quick and easy access to multiple

sources of data and information, saving users time and effort searching

across multiple websites

 Improved access to flood event data for SEPA and our partners

3.2.3. The Future

Looking to the future we see ourselves increasingly publishing our non-sensitive datasets as

Linked Open Data, and increasingly using data analytics and modelling techniques to gain

increased value from our own and others’ data. We will increasingly use remote sensing

technologies and mobile sensors to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of our

environmental monitoring.

We see SEWeb developing as the hub for Scotland’s environment, providing quick and easy

access to multiple sources of data, information and analysis.

Theme 3: Facilitating Effective Engagement

3.2.4. What is being delivered?

We intend to deliver the following programmes and projects in support of Theme 3;

 Scotland’s Environment Web; continued development of SEWeb as a

vehicle for hosting citizen science projects, and to accept and interpret

citizen collected data

 Specialist staff engage directly with customers and the public using

social media

 Smart Waste LIFE+; to deliver an intelligence hub and new monitoring

technologies to better understand and tackle low value waste crime. This

project runs until 2019

 Live flood reporting incident display; a web based portal for public or

partner organisations to report observed flooding in a spatial view (to be

launched in June 2015)

 Scottish Air Quality Website; deliver a re-developed website for launch in

April 2016

 Flood Early Warning System Scotland; development of a flood early

warning system that meets the needs of the 2012 Flood Warning

Strategy

 Environmental Events; provide the public with a means to report

environmental events (eg pollution and flood events) quickly and easily

using mobile technology

3.2.5. User Benefits
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The benefits of this planned work will include;

 Scotland’s Environment Web will help SEPA and its partners raise

environmental awareness and stewardship as a result of more people

getting involved in citizen science and action

 Customers and the public can engage more easily and conveniently with

SEPA

 By better understanding low value waste crime and using innovative

methods to tackle and monitor it, the waste crime intelligence hub will

help regulators work together more effectively to protect the environment

for the people of Scotland, allowing legitimate waste businesses to

succeed

 Improved provision of live information about flood events to businesses

and the public

 Improved provision of information on air quality across Scotland will

mean that communities are better informed about their local environment

and able to take an increasingly active part in helping improve it

 We will continue to deliver reliable and timely flood warnings to protect

the people of Scotland affected by flood events

 An enhanced citizen science capability means that communities will be

able to take an increasingly active part in monitoring, understanding and

improving their local environment

3.2.6. The Future

Looking to the future we see more citizen science initiatives being co-designed with

communities, and citizens increasingly collecting the supporting environmental data to help

improve their local area. The public will be able to engage with SEPA more easily and

conveniently as we make increasing use of social media.

3.3. Theme 4: Enabling Business Excellence

3.3.1. What is being delivered?

We intend to deliver the following programmes and projects in support of Theme 4;

 Datasets Governance and Records Management; to deliver a dataset

governance framework and a records management framework

 Improved digital awareness among key staff to develop a team of digital

ambassadors

 Resource Scheduler; an improved system for resource booking,

including desks, meeting rooms, video conference facilities and pool

cars.

 Scottish Wide Area Network (SWAN); migrate SEPA’s wide area

network provision to SWAN by March 2016

 Virtual Desktop Interactive (VDI) National Implementation; complete the

roll out of VDI across the SEPA Estate
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 Secure Appliance Infrastructure; installation of network devices that

provide security and monitoring of network

 Guest Wi-Fi; implementation of wireless internet access for visitors to

SEPA offices

 Telephones; deliver rolling enhancement of Voice over Internet Protocol

(VoIP) telephony system

 Videoconferencing Bridge; improved access to VC for users and allows

expansion of service to videophones

 Move to MyGov.Scot; we will take full advantage of this national public

facing domain and publishing route to make accessing our services,

information and advice easier for our users

 New process for review and commissioning of digital programmes and

projects from across the business

3.3.2. User Benefits

The benefits of this planned work will include;

 Faster services for customers and staff, saving time and money

 Reduced staff downtime caused by avoidable travel

 Improved work-life balance for staff through increased flexibility

 Digital knowledge will increase and best practice will be shared with

others inside SEPA

 More opportunities to share buildings and services with ENFOR partners

 Enhanced security and resilience of our systems

 Increased compliance with the levels of governance and sharing of

information demanded by Scottish Government and other stakeholders.

 Increasingly efficient resource usage, through knowing what is available,

what is used and what is not used.

 Staff see that good digital projects are supported and brought to fruition

3.3.3. The Future

Looking to the future we see ourselves working closely with public and private sector

partners to increasingly develop and deliver shared systems and services. At the same time

we will be increasingly sharing digital skills and knowledge with our partners and investing in

technologies that enable our staff to be agile and mobile in the way they work.
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4. Governance Arrangements

To close our digital gap we need to use our resources wisely in the areas that matter

most to our users. To do this we need to;

o Understand the programmes, projects and workstreams which are already being

delivered or planned across SEPA which help deliver the intent of Our Digital

Future

o Understand the programmes, projects and workstreams which are needed to fill

the strategic gap, between where we are and where we want to be

o Prioritise the programmes, projects and workstreams to be delivered first by

ranking their strategic benefit and balancing this with their cost, resource and risk

Diagram 1 shows a representation of how the successful delivery of Our Digital Future

will be governed.
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Diagram 1: Governance arrangements for delivering Our Digital Future

Detailed roles and responsibilities for the Digital Delivery Board and the Digital Coordination Group are provided in the following sections.



4.1. Digital Delivery Board

The Digital Delivery Board (DDB) reports to Agency Management Team annually through

the Chair.

4.1.1. Purpose

To ensure realisation of Our Digital Future.

4.1.2. Meeting Frequency

This group will meet quarterly.

4.1.3. Responsibilities

 To provide the high level leadership, review and strategic decision making necessary

to ensure realisation of Our Digital Future

Digital Programmes, Projects and Workstreams

 Commission a set of digital programmes, projects and work streams, in a timely

fashion for commissioning no later than the end of the calendar year

 Ensure that the staff resource required for projects are fully integrated into functional

business plans

 Review high level overall performance of line items in the Digital Portfolio against

trends, costs, and benefits to assure that programmes, projects and workstreams are

performing to expectation

 Advise on changes to the Digital Portfolio as a result of performance exceptions

 Ensure there is a current and viable business case justification for each line item

 Allocate a Senior Service Manager/ Senior Responsible Owner or Project Executive

for each programme, project or workstream commissioned

 Review the overall digital budget and advise to ensure that all funds are spent, i.e.

under-spend and over-spend is actively managed such that all funds are utilised

 Stimulate tactical programmes, projects and workstreams to narrow the gap between

current operational and tactical activity and strategic intent

 Act as a ‘higher authority’ where resourcing issues cannot be resolved through the

internal business planning process. This will involve decision making about the

relative priorities of different operational projects

Strategic Awareness

 To maintain awareness of external developments (eg political, environmental, social,

technological, legislative or economic) and internal strategic developments (eg

change programme, organisational design, people strategy, estate strategy), which

could affect the intent of SEPA’s Digital Strategy, and to ensure that the strategy and

implementation plan reflect these changes as necessary

Digital Standards

 Support digital programmes, projects and workstreams with unified standards,

governance, frameworks and control



 Provide the authority and leadership to ensure that the Government Digital Service

(GDS) service standards and the GDS Design Manual are used by all teams building

digital services

4.1.4. Deliverables

i. Review and advise on an appropriate portfolio of digital programmes, projects and

workstreams (ie the Digital Portfolio) annually

ii. Review and advise on changes to the Digital Portfolio

iii. Review and advise on SEPA’s Digital Implementation Plan annually

iv. Review and advise on SEPA’s Digital Maturity Matrix annually

v. Review and advise on a simple and transparent prioritisation process for ranking

digital programmes, projects and workstreams

vi. Review and advise on a prioritised list of SEPA’s key transactional services, and their

digital maturity

vii. Review and advise on a prioritised list of SEPA’s key information services, and their

digital maturity

viii. Decision and Action Logs resulting from sittings of the DDB. Document and

disseminate decisions to those impacted or affected by their decisions

These deliverables should be maintained in a directory open to audit.

4.1.5. Roles

i. The combined group must have all the knowledge, skills and experience to make key
decisions and recommendations on the content and direction of the Digital Portfolio
of programmes, projects and workstreams from all business and execution
viewpoints, including those of statutory compliance and high priority discretionary
considerations.

ii. The group operates as a cross-directorate body operating to achieve the best
interests of SEPA at all times.

Digital Delivery Board Roles
Chair*
DDB Member*
Information Provider**
Administrator ***
By invitation of DDB for key event read out ****

* Decision maker members with final decision by the Chair
** Owners of information provided to the Digital Delivery Board and processors of information as a
result of decisions of the DDB
*** Administrative support responsible for agenda production, logistics, capture of logs data and
minutes, post-meeting publication
**** required as per agenda, likely to be only part-time for specific items (eg senior service

managers/ senior responsible owner)

Digital Delivery Board Chair
 Champion Our Digital Future and the execution of the Digital Portfolio with repeated

consistent messaging on the importance of effective and efficient Digital Portfolio
delivery



 Review and approve the digital portfolio selection process and ensure that this fits
within overall SEPA budget requirements

 Endorse and underwrite requests for action based on DDB recommendations,
including business case appraisal

 Identify key events for which input is required by senior service managers/ senior
responsible owner

Digital Delivery Board Member
 Gain sufficient understanding of Our Digital Future and the programmes, projects and

workstreams being delivered for it, to be able to articulate issues, and highlight risks
relating to dependencies and barriers to successful delivery

 Identify key events for which input is required by senior service managers/ senior
responsible owner

 Present options and recommendations for programmes, projects and workstreams
that help fill the strategic gap, avoiding any conflict between directorate and portfolio
priorities

 Check dependencies are fully defined and that ownership of programmes, projects
and workstreams is clear

 Ensure benefits are clearly defined and realised
 Prevent duplication of activity and check for interdependencies across the business

4.1.6. Allocation of Roles to Names

The allocation of roles to names for the Digital Delivery Board is as follows;

Permanent Members

 Chair; David Pirie, Executive Director of Science and Strategy

 DDB Core Member; Head of Business Support, Neil Archibald

 DDB Core Member: Head of Business Development, Kieron Gallagher

 DDB Core Member; Head of IS, Pete Birrell

 DDB Core Member; Head of Programme Office*, Phil Hill

Temporary Members**

 DDB Member; Head of Environmental Quality. Martin Marsden, representing SEWeb

 DDB Member; Head of Strategic Communications, Mark Wells, representing SEPA

website transition to MyGov.Scot

 DDB Member; Head of Change Delivery, Jo Green, representing the Single Change

Programme

 Administrative support; tbc

* Head of Programme Office provides coordination and independent assurance of the digital portfolio

or programmes, projects and workstreams

**Temporary members are persons responsible for delivering significant programmes of change.

Their membership of the DDB will be for as long as they have responsibility for a significant

programme of change.



4.2. Digital Coordination Group

The Digital Coordination Group reports to the Digital Delivery Board quarterly through the

Chair.

4.2.1. Purpose

To coordinate the digital portfolio of programmes, projects and workstreams.

4.2.2. Meeting Frequency

This group will meet monthly. Subsets may meet on demand to address particular issues

escalated by Senior Service Managers or issues prioritised by DDB that cannot wait for the

next scheduled meeting.

4.2.3. Responsibilities

Digital Programmes, Projects and Workstreams

 Submit a prioritised and balanced set of programmes, projects and workstreams to

the DDB in a timely fashion for review and commissioning no later than the end of the

calendar year

 Understand the operational and tactical work already being delivered/ planned across

SEPA, which helps deliver the intent of Our Digital Future

 Coordinate the generation and receipt of digital proposals from across SEPA

 Indicatively assess and prioritise submitted proposals and respond with indicative

prioritisation within 28 days of receipt of full submission

 Work with those submitting proposals to ensure they take full account of SEPA’s

Digital Strategy, the GDS service standards and the current priority list before

submitting their proposals.

 Assess the extent to which programme, project and workstream proposals, submitted

for consideration to DDB, can be accommodated within existing organisational

resources

 Maintain a prioritised list of programmes, projects and workstreams which help

deliver the intent of Our Digital Future

 Ensure that the commissioned programmes, projects and workstreams are provided

to the business in a timely fashion for the annual business planning process

 Collate programme, project and workstream status information

Digital Standards

 Actively work with digital service teams and operational areas of the business to

increase awareness and understanding of the intent of the Digital Strategy, the GDS

service standards and the GDS Design Manual

 Ensure GDS service standards and the GDS Design Manual are understood and

applied by digital teams building SEPA services



4.2.4. Deliverables

i. Report the status of commissioned digital programmes, projects and workstreams

quarterly

ii. Publish the prioritised list of programmes, projects and workstreams which help

deliver the intent of Our Digital Future quarterly

iii. Publish a ‘picture’ of the operational and tactical work being delivered/ planned

across SEPA, which helps deliver the intent of Our Digital Future

These deliverables should be maintained in a directory open to audit.

4.2.5. Roles

i. The combined group must have all the knowledge, skills and experience to

understand or discover the range of programmes, projects and workstreams being

delivered or planned across SEPA that deliver the intent of Our Digital Future.

ii. The combined group must have all the knowledge, skills and experience to review,

prioritise and recommend digital portfolio options to the DDB, based on the strategic

benefit, cost, resource and risk of different programmes, projects and workstreams.

iii. The combined group must have all the knowledge, skills and experience to monitor

and review high level performance of the digital portfolio, and determine benefits

realisation.

iv. The group operates as a cross-directorate body operating to achieve the best

interests of SEPA at all times.

Digital Coordination Group Roles

Chair*

DCG Member*

Information Provider**

Administrator ***

By invitation of DCG for key event read out ****

* Decision maker members with final decision by the Chair

** Owners of information provided to the Digital Coordination Group and processors of

information as a result of decisions of the DDB and DCG

*** Administrative support responsible for agenda production, logistics, capture of logs data

and minutes, post-meeting publication

**** required as per agenda, likely to be only part-time for specific items (eg senior service

managers/ senior responsible owner)



Digital Coordination Group Chair

 Champion the implementation of the Digital Portfolio with repeated consistent

messaging on the importance of effective and efficient Digital Portfolio delivery

 Ensure that the DCG is effective in providing programme, project and workstream

proposals to the DDB in a timely fashion for financial year planning

 Ensure that the prioritisation process for digital programmes, projects and

workstreams is executed and endorsed proposals are provided for delivery planning

 Plan the Digital Portfolio to optimise the balance of use of funds, staff skills and

availability

 Compile the Digital Portfolio status report and publish for wider dissemination

 Articulate any issue upon which a decision is to be made, present options and

recommendations for maximum gain to SEPA at minimum impact to core business

priorities

 Identify key events for which input is required by senior service managers/ senior

responsible owners, functional business planners and/ or project proposers

Digital Coordination Group Member

 Gain sufficient understanding of Our Digital Future and the programmes, projects and

workstreams being delivered for it, to be able to assess them in relation to their

strategic benefit, cost, resource and risk

 Identify key events for which input is required by senior service managers/ senior

responsible owners, functional business planners and/ or project proposers

 Fact find across the business to understand the broad nature of SEPA’s digital work

4.2.6. Allocation of Roles to Names

The allocation of roles to names for the Digital Coordination Group is as follows;

 DCG Chair: Programme Office Manager, Phil Hill

 DCG Member: Donna Brodie

 DCG Member; John Heathwood

 DCG Member; David Hutchison

 DCG Member; Keli Donnelly

 DCG Member: David Ross

 Administrative support; tbc



5. Next Steps

Once the new governance arrangements are in place a range of performance measures will

be developed to track progress in delivering Our Digital Future. These performance

measures will relate directly to improvement of the digital maturity for specific priorities.

A prioritisation and decision making framework for agreeing the most appropriate digital

portfolio will also be developed.



6. Appendix I: Glossary of Definitions

Digital = internet-enabled; be that desktop, laptop, tablet, mobile or indeed digital devices not

yet invented. A digital strategy is not just about PCs and websites (though this is currently

what the majority of people use to access digital services from government); ultimately, what

is important is how our customers access our services.

6.1. Services

6.1.1. In line with the overarching Government Digital Strategy, by ‘services’ we

mean transactional and information services:

 Transactional services allow the exchange of information, money, permission,
goods and services between citizens/ businesses and government.

 Information services cover the publishing of information to assist citizens and
businesses in their engagement with government.

6.1.2. Transactional services in SEPA cover everything from authorisations to e-

procurement and paying bills electronically. Information services cover the

publishing of advice and research as well as spatial data through our own and

partner websites.

6.2. Programmes and Projects

6.2.1. When the Implementation Plan refers to a programme or a project, it is based

on the following definitions:

 A programme is a collection of initiatives and projects that are designed to
accomplish a strategic business objective.

 A project is a planned set of interrelated tasks to be executed over a fixed
period and within a certain cost and other limitations. It is not a routine,
business as usual operation, but a specific set of operations designed to
accomplish a defined output and deliverable.
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Foreword

Digital technologies are changing the way we go about our daily lives, revolutionising 
how we work and communicate. The internet has radically altered how we buy 

goods and services, and social media has transformed our lives, bringing people closer 
together and creating a network of online communities.

As Scotland’s principal environmental regulator, we must embrace these new 
opportunities to enhance our work to protect and improve Scotland’s environment, and 
to ensure we are responding effectively to new demands and expectations placed upon 
us. Our digital future is about fusing digital solutions with our organisational 
transformation to ensure that our services are shaped to suit customer and 
stakeholder needs.

Digital technology provides a fantastic platform to help us engage with Scotland’s 
communities and to involve them in our work. Many of today’s environmental 
challenges, such as climate change or tackling poor air quality, are complex and multi-
dimensional, and tackling them requires collaboration. New online tools allow people to 
come together and share information to tackle such challenges as never before. 

We will actively encourage and support individuals, communities and businesses 
to become more involved in protecting their environment and to help design and 
implement collaborative plans for tackling environmental issues. The move to a more 
digital future will facilitate better ways to collaborate with civic society, to share 
knowledge and evidence, and we have already worked hard to develop this ‘citizen 
science’ approach, and we see great potential for its further deployment.

To maximise the benefits of this, we must have the right digital infrastructure and 
services in place. Our digital future is our strategy to achieve this. 

Our vision 
We will use digital technology to:

 improve environmental protection:
 enhance community engagement;
 help deliver sustainable economic growth.

Dr David Pirie 
Executive Director

Our digital strategy aims to create the right digital space for us to provide 
services to our customers that:

 are easy to use; 

 are fast and readily available;

 enables us to collect and share information;

  enables us to engage Scotland’s people in what we do and to help us shape 
how we do it.
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We live in a digital age. One that is radically changing the way our customers - the people of Scotland – go about their daily lives. There is an increasing expectation that our 
services and information will be readily available using a range of formats, including social media.  

To meet these expectations, we need to be able to provide customers with access to these services simply and easily through effective use of digital technology, and to provide 
appropriate digital support for users who genuinely need it.

This digital world is constantly changing; it provides us with new ways to connect and interact with our customers and to deploy ground-breaking tools that enable us to better fulfil 
our purpose to protect and improve the environment. 

There are many examples where we already use digital technology innovatively to provide more effective delivery of services and to enhance communication about Scotland’s 
environment. Our innovative flood warning service, for example, allows us to communicate flood event information direct to the public via their mobile phone. Meanwhile, the 
flagship Scotland’s Environment Web (see below) is leading the collaborative development of new digital data visualisation and mapping tools to provide a one-stop-shop for 
information about Scotland’s environment.

We are proud of these and other achievements, but the progress we have made is only the start of our digital journey. Our digital future sets out a framework that allows us to 
continue embracing new technology and ideas that enhance our customer focus, improve our intelligence about issues affecting Scotland’s environment and help us to provide 
information in new ways that excite and encourage people to get involved.

We have to find the means to deliver these in a way that provides best value for money. We therefore need to make prudent investments and achieve greater efficiencies through the shared 
development of digital technology solutions and services with other public bodies. This strategy has been developed so that our approach is consistent with Scotland’s digital future.

This is our strategy - Our digital future. 

Introduction

Scotland’s Environment Web
Scotland’s Environment Website is a multi-agency partnership co-ordinated by SEPA, which provides access to environmental information 
held by environmental organisations. It provides users with a centralised hub to access trusted and authoritative environmental 
information from multiple sources. Users can:

  find information of interest quickly;
 search, discover, view, analyse, and interpret data;
 become engaged through the collection and contribution of data;
 interact and collaborate in dynamic and creative ways for informed decision-making;

  innovate and extend knowledge and insight.

We will continue to share data and skills to exploit web-based digital opportunities and enrich the website’s content to enhance 
business performance, operational utility and policy relevance – and thereby benefit the environment, society and the economy.
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Our approach

We will use digital technology to:

 improve environmental protection;
 enhance community engagement;
 help deliver sustainable economic growth.

Delivery of projects and initiatives relating to the four themes will be guided by the following overarching principles. Our digital services will be:

 convenient – they will be fast, simple and available across a range of formats; 
 resilient – they will be designed to cope with changing circumstances;
 green – they will support our target to reduce greenhouse gas emissions;
 cost effective – they will deliver good value for money;
 inclusive – we will put appropriate assisted digital support in place for those who genuinely need it;
 safe – they will be designed and managed securely, in line with legal requirements.

In order to implement 
our vision, our strategy 
outlines a framework for 
delivery that is based on 
four themes.

SEPA online
  We will deliver services online 
whenever feasible, across a range of 
formats. 
  We will involve users in the design of 
our services.

Sharing environmental 
information

  We will provide open access to our 
data whenever feasible. 
  We will promote shared data and 
services, collaborating with public and 
private sector partners.

Facilitating effective 
engagement

  We will provide new ways for our 
customers to engage with us.
  We will develop systems that 
encourage and enable communities 
to play an active part in protecting 
and improving their environment.

Enabling business excellence

  We will create a corporate digital 
culture with a digitally skilled 
workforce. 

  We will use new technologies to 
improve our services, making it easy 
for our customers to do business 
with us.

One vision

Four
strategic themes

Six principles
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We want our customers to be able to access our services quickly and easily at 
a time that suits them. Time and money can be saved by making services 

easier to use and by delivering them online. 

We want many of our transactions to be self-service, using models similar to 
internet retailing and finance. Our online services will be integrated so that users 
have a single sign on to access the range of transactions and interactions they 
have with us. Consistent design will mean that customers do not have to relearn 
how to use different services, saving time and improving clarity. 

We want our digital services to be shaped by the needs of users and to be 
continually improved as we respond to what customers are telling us. 

Benefits
   Our services will be more convenient to use 
and easier to access.

   A single log in and personalised services.
   Savings made in time and money – for us and 
for users.

   Improved access to information about the 
environment.

Theme 1: SEPA online
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Key drivers for this theme

Scotland’s digital future – it is the Scottish Government’s aspiration for Scotland’s digital public services to be customer 
focused, open but secure, collaborative and delivering best value for money.  

Putting customers in control - customers now demand access to services which are always available, easy to use and online. 
Regardless of how complex a service may be to deliver, they require contact with us to be simple and convenient. This means 
we need to provide many services 24/7 and for queries to be answered at the convenience of those using them. 

Improving services for our staff – our staff are our most valuable asset and by delivering simple and fast systems for them to 
use, we can free them to work most effectively to protect Scotland’s environment.

Theme 1: SEPA online

Priorities
To deliver services digitally first, across a range of formats.
To involve users in the design of our services.

To achieve this, we will:

 create an online authorisation service that is easy to use and with transparent charging;

 introduce mechanisms to allow users to influence improvements to our services, including assisted services where needed;

 invest selectively to maximise value from our digital services;

 update core business processes to embrace technological developments;

 implement the MyGov single sign on to offer joined-up access with other public services;

  monitor our information for accuracy and security, ensuring that it is fit for purpose and conforms to legal requirements 
and standards;

 develop a range of methods and tools that enable better engagement in the development and delivery of our services.
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Theme 2: sharing environmental information

We want to gather, use and share our information 
to allow us (and those that we work with) to 

effectively protect and improve Scotland’s environment. 
We want citizens and businesses to be able to easily 
access the information they need to make decisions. 

By developing Scotland’s Environment Web, we want 
to help households, communities and business find 
accurate and up-to-date information about Scotland’s 
environment and the issues that matter to them. 

We want to use open and linked data to build 
partnerships with other public bodies and private 
companies using environmental services in order to 
leverage the potential of our data to develop new tools, 
products and services that meet public and private 
demands. 

We also want to improve our monitoring and data 
analysis capability by using new technologies that will 
help us to identify and tackle environmental harms 
before they become serious problems.

Benefits
   Improving our monitoring capabilities.

  Open access to our data, where possible.

   Supporting the development of new 
products and services.

  Gaining added value from our datasets.

  Access and utilise datasets from our partners.
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Theme 2: sharing environmental information

Key drivers for this theme
The need to always improve our intelligence – we can only be a world class regulator if we have access to accurate, up-to-
date evidence about Scotland’s environment and the issues facing it. New technologies offer us opportunities to:  

  monitor more widely and remotely; 
  link data to modelling tools that give us greater insight; 
   develop applications that enable the public to record and send us data that we can use to identify and tackle issues, 
including environmental crimes.

Open data – the Scottish Government’s Open data strategy for Scotland seeks to create a Scotland where non-sensitive data 
from public services is recognised as a resource for wider societal use.  

Supporting the economy through our data – sharing our data can support businesses to develop new and innovative 
applications and products that can add value to the information we hold. Sharing information also allows those businesses 
that need to use our data to secure it easily and often at no cost, meaning they are able to spend less time securing the 
information and more time using it to support their business needs.

Priorities
To provide open access to our data wherever feasible.
To promote shared data and services, collaborating with public and private sector partners. 
To make our data work for us.
To achieve this, we will:

 publish more of our data, free of charge wherever appropriate;
 support and develop Scotland’s Environment Web as a hub for environmental information;
 publish an open data publication plan detailing how we store and publish our key datasets;
 develop methods to follow the principles of open data and actively promote the use of linked data;
 increase our use of our data to predict and proactively reduce environmental harm;
 support others to develop tools and products that use our data in new and creative ways;
  identify and invest in new technologies to improve our environmental monitoring - gathering more data in less time and 

at less cost;
 improve the quality of our data and metadata as a foundation of better data sharing;
 work with the technology and academic sectors to identify and invest in new technologies. 
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We want to develop our digital services to enable us to work more closely with 
communities.  As a result, we want people to take an increasingly active part 

in helping us to protect the environment - for example by sending us evidence of 
pollution incidents or environmental crimes through their devices.  

We want to help individuals and communities to be actively engaged in citizen 
science projects that use digital technologies to record changes in Scotland’s 
environment, that we can use to amend and improve the services and responses 
we provide.  

We want to encourage and enable communities to use our information and as a 
result be better informed about issues and changes in their local area and of how 
they and their immediate environment might be affected. 

We want to use social media more extensively to provide real-time 
information directly to the public, keeping them informed about Scotland’s 

environment and the steps we are taking to protect and improve it.

Benefits
   Expands citizen science opportunities.
  Increases public involvement in our work.
   Helps communities to understand and value 
their local environment.

   Secures additional data to help protect the 
environment.

Theme 3: facilitating effective engagement
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Theme 3: facilitating effective engagement

Priorities 
To provide effective ways for our customers to engage with us. 
To develop systems that encourage and enable communities to play an active part in 
protecting and improving their local environment.

To achieve this, we will:

  continue to develop Scotland’s Environment Web as the trusted, one-stop-shop, for Scotland’s environmental data and 
information; 

 use digital services (such as Citizen Space) to encourage and enable wider participation in our consultations; 
  develop systems, tools and products that encourage and enable communities to work proactively to protect their local 

environment; 
  provide new digital tools that allow people to report environmental observations and events, including potential 

environmental crimes; 
 increase our use of social media and other digital tools to provide real-time information to the public.

Key drivers for this theme

Public service reform –we are committed to playing our part in delivering the Scottish Government’s programme of public 
service reform and to do this we need the right digital services and infrastructure in place.

Citizen participation - the digital revolution offers new opportunities for people to engage in decision-making and to be 
active participants in subjects that are of interest to them. We need to provide digital services that encourage and facilitate this 
participation, so more people can become more active in the custodianship of Scotland’s environment.  

10
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Theme 4: enabling business excellence

We want our staff to have the right skills to embrace the opportunities of the digital age 
and for them to be recognised externally for their motivation and skill in using digital 

technologies.  

We need to deliver digital services which are resilient and secure, creative and innovative while 
also saving money and reducing our impact on the environment. Our transformational change 
programme will embrace digital technologies and drive efficiency and productivity for us and 
our customers. Our staff will embrace digital working, enabling them to be deployed flexibly and 
effectively as environmental challenges emerge.  

We want to be recognised as being excellent at managing our information efficiently and 
effectively, meeting all our legal requirements and keeping personal information secure.

Benefits
   Developing a digital culture across SEPA.
   Providing value for money by investing 
appropriately in our ICT infrastructure.

   Transforming our services by making best use 
of digital technologies.

   Improving the quality and control of our data.

Theme 4: enabling business excellence
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Theme 4: enabling business excellence

Priorities
To create a corporate digital culture and a digitally skilled workforce.
To use technology to enable our staff to be agile and mobile, able to access the information 
they need when they need it.
To manage our data and information efficiently and effectively.
To improve and upgrade our ICT infrastructure.
To achieve this, we will:

 transform our services by embedding digital opportunities into service design and policy development;
 train and develop our staff, ensuring they have the right skills to support our vision;
 review and improve our underlying ICT infrastructure;
 support and implement the Scottish Wide Area Network (SWAN);consider carbon emissions in all digital decision-making;
 invest in energy efficient equipment to reduce our emissions;
 make our data and information available to staff working in the field;
 deploy communication technologies that allow our staff to work effectively together without the need to travel;
  manage data effectively by storing it only once, ensuring that ownership is properly controlled and metadata is kept 

up-to-date;
 Provide our staff with the skills and expertise to best utilise digital technologies. 

Theme 4: enabling business excellence
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Our digital future is the first step on a journey. Delivering the ambitions we have set will transform the way we deliver many of our services and make 
a real difference to how we engage with the people of Scotland. There are three additional components which are central to successful delivery of the 
steps we set out in this strategy.

Making it happen – delivering our digital future

Governance
To oversee delivery of Our digital future, a governance structure is being created.
It operates on two levels: 

 Digital Delivery Board 
 High-level leadership and decision-making to ensure realisation of the strategy. 

  Digital Co-ordination Group 
A group of cross-portfolio staff to co-ordinate the portfolio of digital programmes, projects and 
workstreams.

Partnerships
To succeed in our efforts, it is essential we work collaboratively with a wide range of partners including:

 Scottish Government to ensure that our work helps to deliver Scotland’s digital future;
  ENFOR+ to ensure we align our digital intent with other environmental bodies to maximise 

opportunities to share information and services.
  Our regulated customers to ensure our digital services make their transactions with us as efficient 

as possible.
  Other public bodies, non-government organisations and academic institutions to ensure that 

we share information and services where possible and reduce or eliminate duplication of effort.
  Emergency responders to ensure that we provide effective and integrated emergency response 

based on shared data and also to help tackle environmental crime.
  The communities we serve to ensure that our services are delivered as effectively as possible, 

enabling communities to access information and to engage in our work.
  European and international environmental protection agencies to ensure that we 

share information and services effectively.

Delivering Our digital future

Digital Delivery Board
To ensure realisation of Our digital future

Digital Co-ordination Group
To de�ne and manage SEPA’s

commitment to digital
programmes, projects

and workstreams that help 
deliver Our digital future

Digital Delivery Teams
To deliver digital services
based on our user needs

Functional
Business
Plans

Setting the
strategic direction

D
elivering digital

services for users

Existing
Corporate 

Change 
Programmes

Ideas from
the business
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Implementation plans

Each year the Digital Delivery Board will publish an implementation plan that:

 defines projects for the coming year;
 indicates projects expected over the next few years;
 reports performance for each priority.

By issuing this annually, the board can respond to any changes in global technologies 
while still working towards the vision of Our digital future. It also offers an opportunity 
to rebalance the mix of projects in order to prioritise specific areas of the strategy, if 
required. It is anticipated that current levels of expenditure on digital projects and IT 
infrastructure will continue across the lifetime of this strategy, with priority projects being 
delivered according to resource availability. 

Making it happen – delivering our digital future
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